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back in the airbase, firdauz is taken to tiger. it's revealed that firdauz is one of
tohbaan's loyalists and was a part of tohbaan's organization. tiger phones raw and
informs them of the nurses' location. the cia and raw get to work. a team of agents

led by shenoy sneaks into the hospital. meanwhile, tiger and his men reach the
nurses. a gun battle erupts. around this time, the cia and raw send in seal team six

(seal team 6), who manage to rescue the nurses. hours after tiger and his men return
from iraq, the cia and raw announce the success of the operation. shenoy is shocked

to hear this news. he heads to the operations room where the cia chief and raw
chairman is about to give him an interview live. as he is about to give the statement,

shenoy takes out a pistol and shoots the cia chief and raw chairman. it's revealed
that shenoy had decided to break the chain and rescue the nurses. shenoy is tipped
off by firdauz, who starts to give him all the information. shenoy confronts tohbaan,
who tells him that he had infiltrated his team to find out tiger's plans. tohbaan tells
him that he had murdered most of his men due to their lack of faith in his master

tohbaan. he had managed to survive only because he knew that tiger would be able
to rescue the nurses. tiger kills him and reaches the nurses. tohbaan's men kill the

hostages and tiger reaches them. tiger is in shock and informs the wounded hostage,
a woman named sumi, that he is no longer who he was and that he wishes to leave
this place. tohbaan has tohbaan's father stand in the way and prevents tiger from
leaving. tiger goes after tohbaan, who taunts him that he will never know what it

feels like to be a father. tohbaan shoots tiger, thus avenging the death of his father.
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assembling a team of raw and isi operatives disguised as members of a rebel faction
aiming for the release of captured terrorists, they systematically collect intel in order

to eliminate the isi agents. in so doing, tiger, zoya and jai, their son, launch a
personal war against the isi, and are reunited with jai in the process. after two of
their men are killed by an isi assassin, tiger and jai decide to eliminate their isi

nemesis at the eleventh hour. and they accomplish their task with the help of zoya.
the plot is set in the backdrop of isi’s orchestrated campaign to free its agents, and is

centred on a gang of raw operatives gathered by tiger, who is believed to be dead.
tiger is revealed to have been alive for a long time and has continued his insurgency,

but has remained incognito to both the isi and the raw. the team is assembled by
tiger, who is convinced that zoya will be best suited to carry out the mission. the

screenplay by imtiaz ali is reportedly based on the real-life journey of tiger of
manipur. he plans to expose an isi operation in delhi that uses indian army soldiers
to assist isi in its activities. his plan is to assassinate the isi chief using armed raw
operatives, to bring the isi to a standstill. before carrying out his plan, tiger seeks

zoya’s help and enlists her to wipe the residual memories of the captured agents. he
removes the identities of everyone on the team and has them fake their own deaths.
to this end, he first arranges for them to be shot in a remote village. after finding out
about the con, they are compelled to recreate the deaths and move on. in the end,
they are actually successful at killing al-amir, and the film ends with tiger and his

gang leaving india with their captive. 5ec8ef588b
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